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Summary Report 
 
The main issue is that we have still not been able to clarify who will deliver our exams 
beyond the present year (RCS Edinburgh Council have confirmed that they will honour 
delivery for the 2023 diet of our exam schedule). The Executive are scoping options but will 
not be able to giving any further update at Council. 
 
The last Part 1 (written) of the FSEM membership exam took place on 7th September 
2022. Of 40 candidates, only 9 candidates passed the exam. A 24% pass rate, compared to 
47% last year. The standard-setting process was exactly the same and the Psychometric 
report confirmed the reliability of the exam and can robustly defend the process. It may just 
reflect a poorly prepared cohort of candidates. Only 5 were SEM trainees, of which 3 
passed. No change. 
 
The next Part 1 (written) of the FSEM membership exam will take place on 6th 
September 2023. The current plan is for this exam is that again it will be delivered fully on-
line. The RCS Ed Exams team will continue to support this option but if they did pull out of 
that option it could be run in our recognised centres. Only 4 of the 40 candidates on the last 
diet were from overseas, so small numbers. No change. 
 
The Part 2 (OSCE) of the FSEM membership exam will take place on Tue 4th April 2023, 
with examiner training the previous day. RCS Ed supporting this exam was never an issue, 
as it is a F2F OSCE. We had 12 examiners meeting for an OSCE question-writing session in 
December in Edinburgh, and the question bank for OSCEs is looking very healthy. 
 
Diploma in Musculoskeletal Medicine (DipMSK). The next sitting of this exam will be 4th 
May 2022. College council have confirmed they will still deliver this exam on-line, which is 
important for us with a sizable number of overseas candidates. We will require another 
question-writing session to generate more quality higher order exam questions. No change. 
 
Diploma in Exercise and Physical Health. Discussions continue with Yvonne Hurst, the 
Head of Education at RCS Ed. A provisional syllabus has been written, and the next step is 
question-writing. 
 
Diploma in Team Care. Exact title tbc. Jim Kerss and Jon Houghton have the lead, with 
many offering support to get it up and running. No change. 
 
Exam leads 
Dip MSK:  Anna Louise Mackinnon.  
Dip Ex&PH: Chris Speers 
Dip TC: Jim Kerss 
Part 1 MFSEM: Lead - Tamim Khanbhai.  
Part 2 MFSEM Lead - Alastair Nicol. Anyone interested, please come and discuss. 
 
I am still looking at finding a lead for the Part 2 (OSCE) so I can spend more time scoping 
potential overseas markets and assisting the development of two new Diplomas: Exercise 
and Physical Health, and Team Care. No change. 
 
Alastair Nicol 
Chair 



 

40 sat the paper  

5 were SEM trainees  3 passed 

13 were GPs 2 passed 

2 were GP trainees  

4 were from EM (at least 2 of which were 
trainees) 

1 passed 

2 were from T&O (at least one at trainee)  

1 was internal medicine 1 passed 

4 were from overseas (India, Singapore,  
Brunei and Ireland) 

1 passed (Ireland - Sports Medicine) 

Several just said 'ST4' but did not state 
specialty or unknown 

1 passed        

 
As Julia said, it is our speciality exam and it would be wrong if any trainee could just turn up 
and pass our exam. Clearly, that is not now happening. 
It would however been better if all SEM trainees had passed, but again, it needs to test their 
knowledge as well. It is not just attendance for them. 

 


